
Creativity and entrepreneurial education
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Our focus today







Employability Enterprise and Entrepreneurship 

minus Innovation and Creativity = ?

Reflections and reminders - to underpin 
our thinking

Innovation minus a creative thought = ?

When things change, the most adaptive will draw 

upon their ability to connect ideas and 

observations = new potential solutions.



Triggers for thinking

http://www.mitpressjournals.org/doi/abs/10.1162/itgg.2006.1.1.97#.VidMUump3A
M

Necessity Entrepreneurs 

Have obvious ideas and tend to copy others

Are motivated by survival and money

… but seem to have no effect on economic 
development 

http://www.mitpressjournals.org/doi/abs/10.1162/itgg.2006.1.1.97%23.VidMUump3AM


Triggers for thinking

http://www.mitpressjournals.org/doi/abs/10.1162/itgg.2006.1.1.97#.VidMUump3A
M

Opportunity Entrepreneurs 

Have new ideas, spot opportunities and act

Are intrinsically motivated and constantly alert

… and have a positive and significant effect on 
economic development 

http://www.mitpressjournals.org/doi/abs/10.1162/itgg.2006.1.1.97%23.VidMUump3AM


Spotting change 

& being adaptable 

with new 

information

Making new 

connections 

and seeing 

things 

differently

Will they work? 

Test, Check 

Contrast

Divergent - Convergent thinking
Penaluna & Penaluna 2006

Thinking about thinking as an innovator – the journey

Having lots 

of views and 

ideas
DISRUPT





Art and Design – a motivational continuum

The Artist The Designer

Creative self orientation Market orientation

Technology adapter Technology led / leader

‘I’ is important ‘They’ is important

According to timings,  
projects & briefs, 

learners sway within 
the spectrum

I’ve got an exhibition, who 
will come and how do I 

draw them in?

What do I or my 
peers think?

What do customers or 
users think?

I want to be different / to 
have a new idea



Exploring and observing



Exploring and observing



Exploring and observing



Seeing the obvious?

Males?

Shopping?

Opportunities?

Exploring and observing



Exploring and observing

Photos by Stefan Draschan



Exploring and observing

Photos by Stefan Draschan

Ask,

“What do you 
see that 
others may 
have 
missed?”



Seeing things differently



Seeing things differently



Seeing things differently



Seeing things differently

Ask,

“Find objects, shapes, 
patterns, or simply look 
at something from 
another person’s 
perspective, ideally 
someone a lot different 
to you?

Observation 4 - photo by Cassandra Miles



Seeing things differently

Ask,

“Find objects, shapes, 
patterns, or simply look 
at something from 
another person’s 
perspective, ideally 
someone a lot different 
to you?



Mix things up

The world is full of dots – how do you 
connect them?



Mix things up

The world is full of dots – how do you 
connect them?



Mix things up

What would happen if it snowed 
in sunny Italy?



Mix things up

What would happen if a Rolls Royce had 
to hover and fly?



Mix things up

What would happen if you turned a 
garden spade into a guitar?



Mix things up

Or old car parts into animals?



Mix things up

..and look for value propositions



Mix things up



Think like a pencil

Sketch, imagine, erase,  revisit, modify, rearrange, 
recreate and spot patterns.

Don’t be a pen - and give only one answer!



Is the learning brain working?
Synaptic efficiency 
repetition, consolidation, certainty of solutions, 
measurement against expectations

Synaptic plasticity –
adaptability, flexibility, originality, novelty, 
holistic perspectives, empathy

Is the learning brain working?



A curiosity-led teacher encourages discussion

Back-and-forth exchanges boost children’s brain 
response to language… engaging young children in 
conversation is more important for brain 
development than “dumping words” on them.

Romeo RR et. al. (2018) Beyond the “30 million word gap”: Children’s 

conversational exposure is associated with language related brain function.

Sage:  Psychological Science
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Curious enquiry - zones of thinking
(Based on Day’s Zones of Curiosity)

Disinterested

Relevant
Interesting

Explore
Discover

Disinterested

Anxious or 
nervous

Not relevant Excited
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Assessing – differences between the two I’s
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Rewarding the two I’s

Implementation

Follow the rules 
or best practice.

Have clear goals

Do as told or 
expected

Single ‘correct’ 
answers

Innovation

Seeing new ways of seeing 
things

Joining things together in 
new ways

Create surprises

Many alternative solutions







Creativity in Entrepreneurial 
Learning = Success


